
 

Colab & Bloom  
Rosé 2021  

 

Production Notes: 
50% Tempranillo, 50% Grenache 
A stainless steel rosé from a nearly perfect vintage. This wine is 
vegan friendly. 

Tasting Notes: 
Flavors and aromas of redcurrants, strawberries, spices 
and Turkish Delight. The fruit-filled palate leads to a dry, 
elegant finish 
 
 

Cellar: 
Drink now 

 

 

Colab & Bloom  
Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 

 

Production Notes: 
100% Shiraz 
Picked from vines planted between ten and fifteen years ago. 
The berries were harvested in multiple rounds to pick perfectly 
ripe fruit before aging in old American and French hogheads for 
three years. 156 cases imported. Vegan friendly. 

Tasting Notes: 
Aromas of blackberry pie, blueberry, sweet spices and milk 
chocolate, resulting in a smooth and lengthy wine. 
 
 

Cellaring: 
Drink now through 2023. 

About Colab & Bloom: 
Colab & Bloom is a collaboration between like-minded friends, 
Norm Doole, Mike Farmilo and Nick Whiteway, to create  
expressive and drinkable wines with abundant flavor. These 
bold, bright and colorful wines are adventurous in region, taste 
and variety. The common ground that all Colab & Bloom wines 
share is that they express a sense of place, made to be delicious 
and enjoyed in good company.  
 
 
 

McLaren Vale is where wine meets the sea and the Mediterranean-like conditions are 
perfect for producing red wine. Some vines were planted more than 100 years ago. It is best 
known for its deeply colored, richly flavored, smoothly textured reds. 

Reviews: 
92 Wine Orbit: Bright and charming, the wine shows lifted aromas of watermelon, nectarine and 
lemon peel, leading to a lively palate that's juicy and lingering. It's light and refreshing with 
excellent fruit purity, making it delectably appealing. At its best: now to 2023. 
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